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Abstract—The rapid development of virtual meetings brings
much convenience to the user. Due to the limited battery size
of smart devices, it is quite common to attend meetings while
charging. However, the interface of charging also opens the door
to performing audio injection attacks, which may cause series
results in the meetings. In this study, based on this insight,
we propose a voice injection attack for daily meetings, which
is named EM-Whisperer. By modifying simple Commercial-Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) devices, the attacker can inject the malicious
voice stealthily and remotely with the assistance of the Frequency
Modulated (FM) electromagnetic wave. For the designation
of EM-Whisperer, we set up two phases: the content based
analysis and the voice injection implementation. The content
based analysis can be utilized for the selection of the attacking
malicious words. After this phase, we can perform the proposed
voice injection attacks. Finally, We implement EM-Whisperer for
various virtual meeting scenarios in which users utilize various
smart devices, including smartphones, laptops, and personal
computers. It can achieve more than 90% in attack success rate
when facing various impact factors, which proves the superiority
of the proposed attacks among existing works.

Index Terms—voice injection, powerline, FM signal, virtual
meeting

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual meetings are regarded as a promising solution when

facing COVID. It is so popular that the participants can

interact with each other conveniently online, like sharing the

screen, presenting slides, and playing games. It is reported

that the market for virtual meetings is estimated to grow with

a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.2% [1], which

may reach 27.19 billion by 2028.

Despite the great benefits of virtual meetings, there is a

severe problem with battery energy when attending meetings

online. Since most of the smart devices are battery constrained

[2], and the virtual meeting application is of high energy cost,

it is very common to attend the meeting and use the voice

interface (e.g., give a speech, free chat) when charging by

powerline. As the charging interface is integrated with the

audio interface currently, this phenomenon opens a door for

the voice injection attack. Specifically, as the voice interface

is integrated with the charging interface in the Type-C port

instead of using the 3.5 mm port [3], the attacker can leverage

the habit of talking while charging to launch the voice injection

attack.
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There are a number of researchers that have investigated

the inaudible voice injection attacks on smart devices. [4], [5],

[6] utilize the wireless signal (e.g., ultrasonic wave) to carry

the malicious voice command to perform the aforementioned

attacks. Furthermore, the most relevant work [7] considers

using Bluetooth (i.e., distance of about 30 cm) to inject

malicious voice commands on smartphones when charging,

which easily raises suspicion from the victim. In summary,

existing works pay less attention to the vulnerability of the

charging interfaces when attending the meetings, and also face

several limitations (e.g., transmitting distance, specific types).

Thus, it is important to present a stealth, remote, effective

method for voice injection, which can pose a threat to charging

interfaces, especially for virtual meeting scenarios.

In this study, to overcome the aforementioned challenges

when applying existing methods, we design EM-Whisperer, a

novel voice injection attack via a powerline for various meet-

ing scenarios. Firstly, the attack is easy to be launched with

little modification on the Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)

devices, which is in a small size for the consideration of

stealthiness. Secondly, the attacker can perform the attack in a

remote location with the carrier of Frequency Modulated (FM)

electromagnetic wave. Finally, the proposed attack is robust

and effective when applied in various meeting scenarios.

However, it is still challenging to build an aforementioned

attack with the advantages of stealthiness, remoteness, and ef-

fectiveness. Particularly, we should address the following chal-

lenges: (i) Concerning the characteristics of virtual meeting

(e.g., noisy background), how to launch the attack stealthily

and conveniently? (ii) How to overcome the challenge of

distance with the size limited device? (iii) How to verify

the usability and effectiveness of the proposed attacks in real

world environments?

In this paper, we address the aforementioned challenges

in detail. Firstly, for challenge 1, to fit the characteristics

of the meeting scenario, we design a content based analysis

module and trigger the attacking phases, which can assist to

discover the malicious words appropriately. Then, to reach the

goal of being stealthy and convenient, we utilize the COTS

device in small size to inject the malicious voice. Secondly,

for challenge 2, to improve the distance of the transmission, we

establish an FM transmitter and receiver model in this study,

which leverage the advantages of FM electromagnetic wave.



Finally, for challenge 3, we implement EM-Whisperer in the

real world and evaluate the impact factors (e.g., the distance,

the mobility). Furthermore, to address challenge 3, we evaluate

EM-Whisperer on various meeting scenarios, which contain

most types of smart devices.

Concerning the performance of EM-Whisperer, it can

achieve an attack success rate of 97% when deploying on types

of smart devices, including smartphones (e.g., Mi 9), laptops

(e.g., Lenovo Xiaoxin Pad 2022), and personal computers (e.g.,
Lenovo Legion Y7000 2020). According to the experimental

results, the performance of EM-Whisperer is superior to exist-

ing works. The contribution of this work is summarized below:

1) We propose a novel voice injection system, EM-

Whisperer, which is a stealth, remote, effective method

for virtual meeting scenarios. Note that, it is convenient

and stealth only by the usage of COTS devices in small

sizes.

2) We design two phases for the attack. For phase 1, we

conduct case studies to discover the appropriate malicious

words for meetings. In phase 2, we design an FM radio

and inject the malicious voice command by it into the

charging powerline.

3) To address the usability of the proposed attack, we

evaluate the attacking performance of EM-Whisperer on

various meeting scenarios, including smartphones, lap-

tops, and personal computers. EM-Whisperer achieves the

attack success rate of 97%. It also gets good results when

changing various impact factors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

background and the related works are introduced in Section II.

We elaborated the designation of the proposed attack in

Section III. In Section IV, the details of EM-Whisperer are

introduced, which is followed by the discussion, the conclu-

sion in Section V, Section VI respectively.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

In this subsection, we introduce the integrated interface of

Type-C, which is in charge of the charging function and the

audio interaction. After elaborating on this insight, we show

the related works in this section.

A. The Charging Interface in Type-C Port

Recently, it is a common trend that the developer integrates

the charging interface and the audio interface together recently.

As a result, it also opens a door for the voice injection attack

when charging.

When the user is charging the smart device in the virtual

meeting, the charging process can be shown as follows: Firstly,

the charging system conducts the detection of plugging, in

other words, checking the downstream/upstream facing port.

After that, it utilizes the CC port to check the flipped issue,

which is followed by the shifting of the current mode, and

the recognition of port configuration. Finally, the data can be

transmitted via the USB 2.0 port (e.g., A6, A7) while charging

adaptively.
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Fig. 1: The charging interface in USB Type-C.

Then, we introduce the function of each port in Fig. 1. In

Type-C powerline, it maintains the function of USB 2.0 and

adds some useful ports, A2, A5, and A9. Port D+ and port

D-, which is A6, and A7 as shown in Fig. 1 can be utilized to

transmit the voice command. Moreover, fast data transmission

can be conducted in ports A2, A3, A10, and A11. The power

energy is supplied in VBUS at ports A9 and B4.

Thus, since the charging interface and the audio interface

are both open when charging the smart device, it is possible

for the attacker to inject the malicious voice by powerline

(i.e., the charging interface), when the victim is attending the

meeting by the charging device.

B. Related Works about Voice Injection

In this subsection, we introduce the existing works of

attacking charging interfaces and the inaudible attacks.

Existing works pose threats to the charging interface. [8],

[9] can perform the juice jacking attack [10], which can inject

the malicious application and the malicious command (e.g.,
AT command) into the smart devices while charging. [11]

shows that the charging curve can be exploited to perform

the side channel attack, which can infer user privacy (e.g.,
the preference of websites, and applications). Similar to the

aforementioned works, [12], [13] discover the vulnerability of

wireless charging, which performs side channel attacks from

the software side and the hardware side. [14] present jamming

attacks targeting the charging system of vehicles. In summary,

the aforementioned works pay less effort into the injection of

voice when charging, which motivates our work.

According to state-of-the-art works, inaudible attacks can

threaten the security of smart devices. For instance, [4], [5],

[6] leverage the wireless media to inject the malicious voice

into smart devices. Moreover, [15] utilize the light to carry the

malicious command for injection to control the voice assistants

in smart homes.

In particular, [7] proposes a voice injection method on

the charging interface of smart devices. Different from this

work, our work is designed for various meeting scenarios (i.e.,
smartphones, laptops, personal computers) which are used in

virtual meetings, especially considering the malicious words.

We also extend the attacking distance with the assistance of

FM electromagnetic waves.
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Fig. 2: The threat model of this work.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this subsection, we propose the voice injection attacking

system, EM-Whisperer. In particular, we introduce the threat

model, the system overview, and the designation of the pro-

posed system.

A. Threat Model

In this study, we assume the attacker can modify the

charging powerline with small modifications. The modified

powerline can be rented by the victim when they attend the

virtual meeting in public places, like the airport, or the train

station. After that, it is reasonable to assume the victim opens

the interactive audio interface to talk in the meeting scenarios

while charging.

B. Overview of EM-Whisperer

In this subsection, firstly, we elaborate on the motivation of

the designed attacking system, EM-Whisperer. Then, we show

the overview of EM-Whisperer.

The motivation of EM-Whisperer is that, since the charging

interface and the audio interface is integrated into Type-C,

when the victim is participating in the meeting and using

the audio interface while charging, the attacker can inject

the malicious voice with wireless media according to this

phenomenon.

Based on this motivation, as shown in Fig. 3, we design

EM-Whisperer, which consists of two phases: the content

based analysis and the voice injection implementation. As

for the overview, the attacker can first generate the malicious

words and analyze them by the content based module to

select an appropriate one. Then, EM-Whisperer will start

injecting the malicious voice into the charging powerline via

FM electromagnetic wave and change the attacking parameters

according to the feedback results.

C. System Designation

In this subsection, we elaborate on the details of the pro-

posed system, which consists of the selection of the malicious

words, and the malicious voice injection implementation.

For the two aforementioned phases, we design the content

based analysis, and the frequency modulated based attacking

schemes respectively.

TABLE I: Case study when changing the attacking malicious

words.

Device Smartphones:Mi 9 Laptops:Lenovo Xiaoxin Pad
Malicious

Words Okay Hi Okay
Okay

Hi
Hi Okay Hi Okay

Okay
Hi
Hi

ASR 95% 92% 96% 92% 96% 94% 96% 94%
RR 99% 99% 98% 99% 100% 99% 99% 99%

1) Malicious words selection by content based analysis:
To improve the injection performance of EM-Whisperer, it

is important to select an appropriate malicious word for

preparation. In order to select this word, we conduct a case

study named content based analysis as follows:

Inspired by [16], we select some malicious words from some

popular voice recognition systems. In this study, we evaluate

the performance of “Okay”, “Hi”, “OkayOkay”, and “HiHi”,

which are in various richness and content. Then, we perform

the transmission process as shown in Fig. 3. To evaluate the

performance, we recruit 10 users to transcribe the received

voice. Then, we can select the appropriate words among the

aforementioned malicious words.

In this study, we choose the attack success rate (ASR),

and recovery rate (RR) to evaluate the performance of EM-

Whisperer. For the definition of the attack success rate, if the

injected voice appears in the meeting, we calculate the ASR

as the ratio of the time period of the injection voice and the

overall time. As for the recovery rate, we recruit 10 users to

transcribe the injected voice simultaneously. Thus, the RR is

calculated as the ratio of the correct recovered words and the

overall words in the meeting.

According to the results of the case study, it is observed that

for the two given smart devices (i.e., smartphones, laptops),

when we select “OkayOkay” as the malicious word before

the malicious voice injection, the performance is the best

one. Thus, in this study, we leverage the malicious word

“OkayOkay” as the prefix frame in the malicious injection

voice.

2) Frequency modulated based attacking implementation:
After the selection of the malicious word for attacking, to

overcome the limitation of transmission distance in existing

works, we design a Frequency Modulated (FM) based at-

tacking method. Specifically, it leverages the advantages of

Frequency Modulated electromagnetic waves, which can be

transmitted over a long distance and overcome the impact of

obstacles. The details are shown as follows.

As mentioned in Section III, the injected voice can be

represented as vm = [vw, vr], where vw denotes the malicious

word, vr is for the designed injecting voice in the virtual

meeting. Furthermore, vm is the combined injected voice in

this study.

Nonlinearity effect. Since the attacking voice sample is

from the attacker’s voice command, which is pre-collected by

the audio recorder, it will face the challenge of the nonlinearity

effect. Let the input voice as vm, and the generated output

signal vout is:
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Fig. 3: The system designation of EM-Whisperer.

vout = A ∗ vm +B ∗ v2m, (1)

where A and B are the gain of the channel. For instance, if

the voice signals like a simple tone signal (i.e., cos(2πfmt)
is transmitted on a carrier with the central frequency fc, it

will generate many high frequency components (e.g., fm, fc−
fm, fc + fm, 2fc) due to this issue. To address this, EM-

Whisperer implements the low pass filter in this study.

Then, after introducing the solution of the nonlinearity

effect, we elaborate on the details of modulation and demod-

ulation of the voice injection part.

Modulation process: For a malicious input signal vm =
[vw, vr], to improve the transmitting distance, we design an

FM based modulation scheme to transmit it over the air.

Specifically, the modulated FM electromagnetic wave embed

with the malicious voice is sent by the transmitting antenna.

And the modulated signal VFM (t) is shown as:

VFM (t) = An cos

(
ωct+KFM

∫
vm(t)dt

)
, (2)

where An is the amplitude of the carrier wave, ωc is the

angular frequency of the carrier wave, which is calculated

as 2πf . KFM represents the frequency sensitivity of the FM

modulator.

According to the aforementioned equation, the modulation

process is as follows: firstly, the input signal will be given

to an integrator to generate
∫
vm(t)dt. A carrier oscillator is

utilized for generating a carrier wave, which is cos(ωt). Then,

the phase modulator can modulate the processed input signal

into the carrier, and generate the modulated signal VFM (t).

Since the voice signal vm(t) can be simplified as a sim-

ple tone signal for a given time period, which is v(t) =
cos (2πfmt). To simplify the derivation, the following part

of modulation and demodulation is all based on a simple tone

signal. Thus, we can derive the modulated signal VFM (t) as:

VFM (t) = An cos

(
ωct+

KFM

2πfm
sin (2πfmt)

)
. (3)

Then, the modulated signal will be received by the receiving

antennas in the demodulation part, which can recover the

malicious input signal and inject it via the charging interface

when meeting.

Victim SideAttacker Side

Meeting

FM Modulated Module

Audio/Charging
Interface

FM Receiving
Module

Injection Malicious
Audio

Fig. 4: The experimental setting of EM-Whisperer.

Demodulation process: After receiving the modulated FM

signal over the air from the receiving antennas, the demodula-

tion part is utilized to recover the malicious injection voice vm
and inject it into the charging interface. The detailed process

is as follows:

Firstly, the received signal VFM (t) will be given to a

frequency detection discriminator (i.e., differentiator), which

can generate an FM amplitude modulation wave as:

dVFM (t)

dt
=An (2πfc +KFM cos (2πfmt)) ∗

sin

(
2πfct+

KFM

2πfm
sin (2πfmt)

)
.

(4)

Then, the phase shifter can transform the subpart

sin
(
2πfct+

KFM

2πfm
sin (2πfmt)

)
into cosine function. After

that, the envelope detector and the debiasing module can

collaborate to generate the malicious injecting voice vm and

inject it into the charging interface.

Furthermore, to ensure the performance of voice injection,

EM-Whisperer also design a feedback module to change the

parameters adaptively, for example, the orientation of the

antennas, and the amplitude of the signals.

In summary, with the collaboration of the designed schemes

(i.e., content based analysis, voice injection implementation),

the malicious voice can be injected into the charging powerline

when the victim is attending the meeting.

IV. EVALUATION

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed attacking system, EM-Whisperer. Moreover, to evaluate

the usability of the attacks, we implement EM-Whisperer on

various meeting scenarios, including injecting malicious voice

on smartphones, laptops, and personal computers. Further-

more, we also measure the impact of various factors (e.g.,
the distance, the mobility) on this attack to show the attacking

effectiveness.

A. Experimental Settings

As shown in Fig. 4, we set up the attacking system, EM-

Whisperer based on the COTS devices in small size, which

can be embedded into the powerline.
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Fig. 6: Overall performance of EM-Whisperer (RR metrics).

1) For the attacker side, we play the malicious voice by

the personal computer, which is the combination of the

attacking words and the malicious command from the

pre-collected audio. For the transmitter, EM-Whisperer

modifies the TEA5767 [17] to send the FM electromag-

netic wave.

2) For the victim side, the victim is deceived to use the

modulated audio/charging cables. The designed receiving

module we selected is the chip QN8035 [18]. In the meet-

ing scenario in Fig. 4, to further investigate the integration

of the audio interface and the charging interface, we also

utilize ALC5686 [19] audio chip in this study.

The data collection process is as follows. we select a 30 sec-

ond malicious voice for injection. 3 recruiters are required to

attend a meeting on various meeting scenarios when charging.

Then, we run the attacking system, EM-Whisperer. Then, we

capture the meeting audio and detect whether the malicious

voice is injected.

B. Overall Performance

Firstly, as defined in Section III, we utilize the attack

success rate (ASR) and the recovery rate (RR) to depict

the performance of EM-Whisperer. In the overall evaluation,

we evaluate EM-Whisperer with 3 users on various meeting

scenarios (i.e., smartphones, laptops, personal computers). The

detailed results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

It is observed that EM-Whisperer can achieve an average

attack success rate of 98% among the 3 users. The RR is also

above 98% in this study, which proves the effectiveness of EM-

Whisperer. In summary, the attacking system EM-Whisperer

poses the vulnerability of charging interfaces of smart devices.

C. Impact of Various Factors on EM-Whisperer

In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of various factors

on EM-Whisperer, which contains: the impact of transmission

distance, the impact of the obstacle, and the impact of mobility.

Impact of transmission distance: To demonstrate the ad-

vantages of the proposed FM based transmission, we evaluate
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Fig. 7: The impact of the distance on EM-Whisperer.
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Fig. 8: The impact of obstacles on EM-Whisperer.

the performance of EM-Whisperer in various distances with

no obstacle. The transmission distance is selected as 1 meter,

3 meters, 5 meters, 10 meters, and 15 meters in this study.

As shown in Fig. 7, when the transmission distance in-

creases, the performance of EM-Whisperer decreases simulta-

neously. However, the ASR is still around 95% and the RR is

above 98%, which proves the usability of the proposed attacks.

Impact of obstacle: To explore the impact of existing

obstacles on the transmission distance, we set the transmission

distance at 3 meters and change the obstacles in the transmis-

sion path. In this study, the obstacle is set as a chair, a table,

and a wall.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, when the transmission distance is

set as 3 meters, the obstacles in the path is of little impact

on the performance of voice injection. Even if the attacker is

across the wall, the performance of voice injection can still

achieve above 95% in ASR, which proves the stealthiness of

our work.

Impact of mobility: Since it is reasonable that the victim

may attend the meeting while charging in a moving scenario,

for instance, walking, jogging, or driving a vehicle. Thus, we

evaluate the impact of mobility in this study. Specifically, the

mobile speed of the attacker and the victim is set as 0.5m/s,

1m/s, 3m/s, 5m/s, and 10m/s, which is designed to simulate

the conditions of walking, jogging, driving, etc.

It is observed in Fig. 9 that when the moving speed of

the attacker and the victim increases, the performance of EM-

Whisperer will decrease due to the loss of message. However,

the ASR and the RR can still achieve 94% and 95% in the

driving condition, when the moving speed is set above 5m/s.

Thus, the experimental results show the robustness of EM-

Whisperer.

In summary, the performance of the designed attacking

system EM-Whisperer is still of high effectiveness when

changing different impact factors, which proves the superiority

of our work.
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V. DISCUSSION

In this subsection, we introduce the limitation of EM-

Whisperer, which contains the scale of the attacking device,

the stability of the modification, and the orientation of the

antenna.

A. Scale of the Attacking Devices

In this study, we conduct some modifications based on the

Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) device, which is in small

size. However, it still faces some difficulties when embedding

the small attacking device in a charging powerline for the

victim side. Thus, it is still under research to improve the

scale of the attacking device.

B. Stability of the Modification

Since we conduct some modifications in the charging pow-

erline, which is shown in Fig. 4, it is required to keep EM-

Whisperer in a stable posture. Thus, for future work, we will

design more advanced equipment to optimize this issue and

fix the challenge of stability.

C. Orientation of the Antenna

As we all know, if the transmitter antenna and the receiving

antenna are calibrated correctly, the performance of signal

transmission will be the best in all conditions. In this study,

we have to calibrate the orientation antennas several times

to ensure the best performance of voice injection, which is

an open question. Furthermore, to improve the performance

of EM-Whisperer, we will also consider the impact of the

multipath effect [20] in future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel voice injection system, EM-Whisperer,

which is a stealth, remote, effective method for virtual meeting

scenarios. It is based on the integration of the charging

interface and the audio interface. Specifically, for a meeting

scenario while the smart device is charging, EM-Whisperer

selects the appropriate malicious words targeted for the meet-

ing. Then it modulates and transmits the malicious voice

for injection through the FM radio. Finally, it can inject

malicious voices into the charging interface. In the evaluation

part, EM-Whisperer is easy to be deployed since it leverages

the COTS devices in small sizes. Furthermore, according to

the experimental results, EM-Whisperer can achieve good

attacking performance in a long distance with the assistance

of FM radio. Also, the proposed attack is also effective when

we change the impact factors (e.g., the distance, the mobility)

in environments.
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